LICENSING INFORMATION
ABOUT
GAY CARD is the hilariously heartwarming story of Logan Kapler, a one-friend loser who has
never belonged. But now he's starting college with a trick up his sleeve: he's gay. Gay people are
awesome; therefore, he will be awesome. Except his new housemates don't agree (#fail). They
revoke his gay card and deem him not-awesome-enough-to-be-gay. Determined to prove them
wrong, Logan embarks on a quest to earn his gay card. But when his dream life leaves him
lonelier than ever, he must learn that there are some insecurities you never grow out of — before
he loses the only two people who truly love him.

BASICS
Musical theatre

GENRE

Heartfelt comedy

Full-length in 2 acts

LENGTH

Approximately 2 hours (including one 15-minute intermission)

Recommended for undergraduate students

AUDIENCE

Contains some explicit language and mild sexual content

10 actors minimum (6 men, 4 women)

ROLES

Ensemble may be expanded up to 20-30 if desired

5 musicians, sound system for electronic tracks

BAND

SKILL

Alternatively, backing tracks are available

Memorable pop/rock, frequent key/tempo changes, wide vocal ranges for leads
Similar skill level to that of Legally Blonde: The Musical
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ACTORS
LOGAN

Male

18

Tenor, B4 belt

MELANIE

Female

18

Alto, C#5 belt

GRAHAM

Male

18

Baritone, E4 belt

DANIELLE

Female

21

Alto, B4 belt

JUSTIN

Male

21

Baritone

CORY

Male

18

Tenor

JULY

Female

18

Alto

BLOG 1

Male

18-22

Tenor, B4 belt

BLOG 2

Male

18-22

Baritone, E4 belt

BLOG 3

Female

18-22

Alto, C#5 belt

Additional ensemble may be added if desired. While no specific races are required, racial
diversity is preferred, particularly among Logan’s housemates (GRAHAM, DANIELLE, JUSTIN,
CORY, and JULY). There is also an opportunity for JUSTIN to play the ukulele.

MUSICIANS
PIANO / CONDUCTOR

You may choose to separate these two roles

KEYBOARD

Synthesizer programming required

GUITAR

Electric and acoustic, lead sheet and traditional notation

BASS

Only electric required

DRUMS

Fully notated score

Electronic Tracks
Two songs require audio tracks to be used in conjunction with the live band, which will be
provided. They are designed to time properly with dialogue, but your production may require the
use of software like QLab (free) to further coordinate cues and vamps.
Backing Tracks
If it is not possible to form a band, backing tracks are available as an alternative. These tracks
are designed to be used in a live show, however, the use of software like QLab (free) may be
necessary to coordinate cues and vamps. All incidental music and playoffs are included.
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SYNOPSIS
GAY CARD is a hilarious and heartwarming coming-of-age story about discovering your identity,
belonging, and the bittersweet realization that growing up does not necessarily mean growing
out of your insecurities.
The story follows a gay college freshman, Logan, who begins college believing that, now that he
has come out of the closet, his life is going to be awesome. However, when he arrives at his new
dorm, Diversity House, his housemates deem him not-awesome-enough-to-be-gay and revoke
his “gay card.” Determined to not be an outsider like he was in high school, Logan enlists the
help of his nerdy best friend, Melanie, and a blog on the internet, the Gay Card Blog. He embarks
on a quest to demonstrate his gay-ness, earn his gay card, and finally prove he belongs
somewhere. Along the way, Logan meets a cynical member of Diversity House, Graham, who
scoffs at Logan’s mission and encourages him to just be himself. Despite some initial hostility,
there is clearly some romantic tension between the two. After a series of dismal failures, Logan
concocts a scheme to make himself appear sexually adventurous. This finally proves to
Diversity House that he is worthy
of his gay card, but at a cost: he
alienates Melanie and ruins his
chances with Graham.

GAY CARD Original Studio
Cast Recording

As the months pass, Logan

Available for stream and
download

attempts to enjoy the awesome
college life he finally has, but he
starts to find his life empty and
his façade difficult to keep up.

One drunken night over spring break, truths start pouring out: Diversity House learns Logan is
not nearly as sexually adventurous as he claims to be; a hurt Melanie tells Logan she has always
been in love with him; and Graham, despite his better judgment, also confesses to Logan how he
feels about him. By the end of the night, Logan is finally together with Graham and begins to feel
content for the first time in his entire journey. That is, until the final truth comes out: Logan
learns that Graham is the writer of the Gay Card Blog. Confused and furious over Graham’s
hypocrisy, Logan pushes Graham to leave. Once alone, however, Logan is forced to face his own
hypocrisy. Recognizing his poor choices, Logan finds Melanie and the two reconcile, sharing in
one another’s confusion. As the year comes to a close, Logan begins his own video blog to
share his journey and help others feel less alone. Seeing this, Graham apologizes to Logan and
the two decide to give each other another chance.
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LICENSING FEES
Licensing fees are calculated on a case-by-case basis, taking into account your budget, ticket
prices, audience sizes, and length of run. This also includes rental fees for materials, including
librettos, scores, and backing tracks. We aim to be competitive with MTI and R&H, but can also
work within smaller budgets depending on your specific circumstances.

Contact Us
korellandkeebler@gmail.com

WRITERS
RYAN KORELL (music) and JONATHAN KEEBLER (book & lyrics) are a musical theatre writing
team whose work has been featured by the Piccolo Spoleto Festival, UC Irvine’s 4@15, FORM
Theatricals, and Feinstein’s/54 Below. Both are alumni of the Graduate Musical Theatre Writing
Program at NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts as well as the Johnny Mercer Writers Colony at
Goodspeed Musicals. Together, they were honored as Finalists for the MAC John Wallowitch
Award in 2017 and the Jonathan Larson Grants in 2016. One of their shows is available for
stream and download (GAY CARD Original Studio Cast Recording) on Apple Music, Spotify, and
all other music platforms. RYAN earned his bachelor’s degree in music composition at
Vanderbilt University. He has worked on Broadway as a copyist and music assistant and his pop
arrangements have been heard on radio stations across the country. He is also a proud member
of ASCAP and the Dramatists Guild. JONATHAN holds a BA in theatre arts with concentrations
in directing and performance from Rollins College. His other shows have been presented by
Theatre Now New York’s Soundbites, Joe’s Pub, and Hajjar Entertainment at New York Theatre
Workshop.

MORE INFORMATION
GAY CARD Original Studio Cast Recording

gaycardmusical.com

on iTunes, Spotify, Amazon, Google Play,

ryankorell.com

YouTube, or anywhere you get your music.

jonathankeebler.com
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